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Preface to the Second Edition

Why a Second Edition?
Since publication of the first edition of this book eight years ago, the world, and management’s response to it, has vastly changed. While the need to create trustworthy business cases, as emphasized in the first edition, remains as important as ever, executives are now also increasingly concerned about what do to after the business case gets the funding. How, they ask, can we be assured that the value promised in the business case actually gets realized? These leaders have learned the hard way that this task is tricky. They see firsthand how value leakage that begins as drips can quickly grow into torrents, leaving ROI-devastated solutions in their wake. Such disappointments disillusion stakeholders and discourage solution delivery people.

What management often doesn’t see—and what this second edition explains—is that more often than not, the root cause of value shortfalls is management’s inattention to value realization best practices. A modicum of management focus on value achievement discipline can help maximize ROI results.

Nature of the Advice
For the past decade, the author and his consulting colleagues have helped business transformation programs maximize ROI across four continents. In the process, many “value success” do’s and don’ts have been identified, synthesized, and categorized. Some are obvious. Some are subtle. All are pragmatic. This second edition recaps these lessons, with an emphasis on how to quickly put them into action.
What’s New in This Edition?

The guidance in this new edition takes into account several new realities related to IT-enabled investments: They are more important to enterprise success than ever before; they are more complex and costlier to implement; and they carry a high risk of failure, especially in terms of lost opportunity and time.

The first edition focused primarily on getting the business case right—the essential yet often misunderstood foundation for value achievement. This second edition extends that foundation to elaborate on what management can do to maximize ROI by detecting and eliminating large value leaks occurring throughout the design, development, launch, and operation of the proposed solution.

Seven new chapters are included in this new edition, dealing with:

- How to uncover ROI-draining value leaks that no one has noticed
- Steps for plugging those leaks and preventing similar ones from occurring in the future
- Management practices to put into place related to:
  - Business case creation and maintenance
  - Value measurements
  - Stakeholder accountability for value forecasts
  - Decision making to prioritize solution capabilities, requirements, and rollout sequencing
  - Benefits tracking
- Use of a new Value Practices Audit to make value leak detection and correction faster and easier.
- “Quick wins” to demonstrate the urgency and value of a more disciplined approach to value management

What has not changed from the first edition is a focus on simplicity and practicality. Getting value right is not a complex theory. It’s a series of small but vital management-led steps for motivating everyone to be value thinkers, and value doers, 24/7.
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Price is what you pay. Value is what you get.
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What This Book Is About

Ultimately management exists to maximize value. All else is a means to that end. Thus, it’s surprising that three-quarters\(^1\) of IT-enabled investments still do not deliver their expected value. Why is management allowing this to happen? Based on extensive field experience over the past decade, this book explains why value leaks still persist in gusher-size proportions, and what management can do to stop them.

This book’s central thesis is that while dangerous value leaks are prevalent, they are quite preventable. The key is for senior and operational management to discard their ad hoc approach to value assurance and replace it with pragmatic, disciplined practices that create a value-focused culture that is both broad and deep.

The widespread lack of management attention to value-enhancing practices usually exists because decision makers:

- Underestimate the huge value penalty of current management practices, and/or
- Are unsure about the most effective ways to get value back on track, and/or
- Misjudge the centrality of their role in value success.

---

The chapters that follow discuss ways to locate and then fix existing leaks, as well as identify management practices to prevent future ones. Included are explanations of how to spot warning signs of value trouble, such as:

- **Missing or flawed business cases.** Experience indicates that over 50 percent of funded IT projects still use no formal ROI guidance. Over 80 percent of the business cases the author has seen are flawed in overt or subtle ways. Shiny shoes, a tap dance, and a few discreet, offline conversations continue to grease the skids for approvals of favored projects. Political influence lurks at every turn to trump objectivity.

- **Shallow and/or ambiguous accountability.** “One hundred percent of our executives have bought into the program’s benefit goals” is not a statement of assurance. The key question is: Will they and their key subordinates be accountable for benefits realization at bonus time? If all managers and staff who can directly influence value realization do not truly believe in and are not formally accountable for their share of an investment’s value success, the program is flying on a wing and a prayer.

- **Value-blind design decisions.** A solution’s design is the result of hundreds, if not thousands, of design decisions related to capabilities, requirements, and functionality. If these design choices are not primarily selected based on “contribution to value,” then the solution itself cannot hope to be an ROI triumph.

- **Value-flawed prioritization decisions.** Decisions related to prioritization choices, such as when to customize packages, how to sequence rollouts, and resolution of scope control issues, can easily subvert ROI if they are not value guided.

- **Loosely disciplined benefits tracking.** Benefits tracking that is ad hoc or has little management discipline for continuous review and resolution will leave stakeholders wondering, “Was the investment really worth it?” Solutions with ambiguous benefits leave stakeholders questioning the credibility of everyone associated with their design and implementation.

From these insights comes the conclusion that the single most important ingredient for value success is senior management’s willingness to champion a better value management process—clearly, loudly, and often.

---

2. For the purposes of this book, a *business case* is defined as an analysis describing the business reasons why a specific investment option should or should not be selected.
For these reasons, this book’s mantra is that value is maximized only when programs are completed not only “on-time” and “on-budget,” but most importantly, “on-value.”

When such management commitment to and discipline for being on-value is in place, many advantages accrue, including:

- A higher likelihood that forecasted investment returns will be realized, making all stakeholders more satisfied in the present and more supportive of other investments in the future
- Greater assurance that program costs won’t go out of control due to lack of consensus on where the value lies and what is driving it
- Increased buy-in to management’s investment decisions, due to a more open, objective, and value-focused process of selection, design, and implementation
- Reduced political friction due to a stronger, shared sense that chosen investments are appropriate, objective, and fair
- Decreased time and effort in evaluating and prioritizing projects for funding
- A higher likelihood that the funded project will be completed on-time and on-budget, due to more streamlined, value-based design and implementation decisions
- More confident and inspired program sponsors, developers, implementers, and solution users

What Makes This Book Unique

Distinctive characteristics of this book include:

- New wisdom on how to shape compelling business cases. Good ROI is more about conversations than calculations. More about psychology and politics than percentages. More about logic and wisdom than tons of numbers. More about the visibility of intangible (nonmonetary) benefits than obsessive focus on “hard” money payoffs. More about a life-cycle-enduring spotlight on managing value than a “get the funding and run” mind-set.
- How to begin, not end, value achievement with a strong business case. Turning value forecasts into value attainment demands that a reliable and continuously updated business case serve as the foundation for value management decisions and monitoring during every step of the project’s lifetime.
- Field experience holds center stage. Every observation and recommendation in this book reflects the experiences of thousands of IT-enabled programs from dozens of industries worldwide.
Real-life cases and stories are plentiful. Vignettes, both short and long, help readers quickly “get it” by showing how key concepts and principles relate to the real world.

Inclusion of a self-guided Value Practices Audit (VPA) with step-by-step procedures. This easily applied assessment tool shows readers how to quickly determine the existence of value leaks and their likely causes.

Focus on immediately useful tools, techniques and tips. “Usable tomorrow morning” is the theme song for the abundance of methods explained in this book.

Emphasis on “quick wins.” Over 30 “see results fast” approaches are presented.

A complete best-practice ROI business case example. The Appendix contains a full-featured sample ROI business case that incorporates the reliable methods and principles advocated in this book.

Balanced discussion concerning “What,” “Why,” and “How.” It takes all three to get it right.


Audience

This book is primarily for managers and staff, from boards and CXOs down to first-level supervisors, who have the interest and power to improve management practices to increase technology investment payoffs.

Other readers, such as advisors, trainers, industry analysts, academics, and students, will benefit from this succinct overview of technology value creation methods and “how-to” approaches.

Origins of the Author’s Views and Methods

The contents of this book are the results of the author’s and his colleagues’ combined experience of hundreds of years in the information technology industry. Specific to the topics within this book, a major information source has been the knowledge gleaned during the past 20 years from the author’s completion of over 200 value realization-oriented consulting assignments in more than 15 countries worldwide. These engagements include global business transformation programs, often representing the biggest IT investment bets a firm has ever made. Also influencing this book’s content are experiences with smaller projects, measured in person-months of effort,
but nevertheless important to the enterprise’s business success. Over 10,000 people on the world’s major continents have been trained on various combinations of the methods outlined in the chapters that follow.

From this rich base of “the school of hard knocks” content, the author uncovers root causes of technology payoff challenges and then establishes practices and methods to avoid or mitigate such problems. From those experiences the author has distilled for this book a variety of pragmatic, commonsense audits, guides, procedures, and tools.

**Scope and Content Focus**

This book focuses on how to prevent, detect, and stop value leaks in order to maximize value realization from information technology investments of all types. Examples include:

- **Global business transformation programs**, such as those involving enterprise resource planning (order to cash, finance, human resources, legal, IT, etc.), plus customer relationship management and more
- **Applications and infrastructure software**, such as customer-facing, back office, data warehousing, and middleware solutions, as well as technology research and development programs
- **Internet and digital media**, including eCommerce, social networking, and self-service programs
- **Systems investments**, such as hardware, software, and services
- **Platforms** involving Internet, Intranet, mainframe, client-server, PC, terminal, and mobile components
- **Process improvement projects**, such as business process reengineering, as well as methods, standards, and policies adoption
- **Business process outsourcing, applications maintenance, and testing**
- **Operations options** such as outsourcing, IT group centralization or decentralization, and training

Whether you are seeking entirely new initiatives, prototype development, or maintenance and upgrades for existing investments, if the funding is significant and value success requires the buy-in and focused support of a variety of important stakeholders, then the methods in this book are needed to help maximize value realization.

Although this book focuses on IT-enabled programs, most of the principles and methods discussed can also be applied to many other non-IT related investment decisions, such as business strategy choices (e.g., whether to enter a new market), capital equipment options (e.g., whether to boost truck fleet capacity by 50 percent), or departmental budgeting options (e.g., whether to invest more in advertising, or elsewhere).
The principles, concepts, and examples discussed are applicable across all industry and economic sectors, including both for-profit businesses and nonprofit entities, such as education and government.

Better ROI-enhancing methods explained here complement and reinforce several powerful business practices, such as:

- **Balanced Scorecards**: Kaplan and Norton’s globally popular strategic analysis and performance measurement methodology. Business cases can gain clarity via usage of Balanced Scorecard value categories. Balanced Scorecard users can benefit from a more reliable business case process for identifying the true business value of strategies the Scorecard is helping to support.

- **IT portfolio management**: a methodology for optimizing IT investment value by selecting and managing multiple IT projects for the greater good of the entire enterprise. Business cases are more effective when they incorporate portfolio management concepts. IT portfolio management proponents will find that stronger management focus on value-based decision making for implementation life cycle options and follow-up benefits tracking will help ensure that expected value becomes actual value.

- **Performance management**: the typical HR-driven management practice of measuring and rewarding managers and staff, based on contributions to business success. The value realization approaches in this book strongly emphasize stakeholder accountability—a focus that directly intersects with performance management practices.

- **Lean Six Sigma and Six Sigma**: methods for finding and eliminating errors in processes and operations, using analytical assessments and quantified targets. Many value improvement practices discussed in this book reinforce as well as augment Six Sigma principles. For example, a business case can embody those Six Sigma targets relevant to a given solution being justified. Stakeholder accountability, value-based design, and benefits tracking can use the areas and targets identified by Six Sigma. Similarly, Six Sigma efforts can gain from leveraging many of the value practices discussed in the chapters which follow.

Fortunately, the road to achieving more payoffs from technology-driven investments is more about learning and discipline than about big chunks of decision process reengineering. A simple belief in the power of

---

3. Examples of business cases employing Balanced Scorecard principles are found in Chapter 10 and the Appendix.
a few key principles and an unswerving commitment to apply them can bring big results faster than expected.

I’m looking forward to hearing of your experiences with the approaches outlined here. Drop me an e-mail with your questions, comments, successes, suggestions and/or challenges. Maximizing value is a continuous learning affair for all of us.

Jack Keen
JackMKeen@gmail.com
Basking Ridge, New Jersey
PART ONE

Understanding Value Leaks:
Major Threats to Program Success

A strong passion for any object will ensure success, for the desire of the end will point out the means.
—William Hazlitt, 1778–1830, English writer

Theme

Value leaks are big deals. Preventing and controlling them can make or break value success.

Jerry Kaplan was perplexed. Twenty minutes ago he had entered the boardroom in an upbeat mood, exuding self-confidence and ready to give his CIO a report on the status of the global ERP program.

He proudly reported that the rollout of the firm’s largest IT-enabled program was fully on-schedule and on-budget. Jerry was surprised when his audience became upset, even antagonistic.

The problem, they told him was that although his program was hitting schedule and timeline milestones, it was not on-value. And value was the only thing they ultimately cared about.

(continued)
Of course, they didn’t use words like “on-value.” They said things like “not worth it,” “too much pain,” “too expensive,” and “I’ve got a business to run.” But Jerry knew it meant the same thing.

Jerry was concerned. What’s the problem? he asked himself. They had funded this initiative because of an impressive business case. Every capability they requested was now installed. No time or budget target was missed. Sure, a few business disruptions had occurred, but that is always the case.

Now Jerry faced a challenge. The whole cadre of senior management was questioning whether the program was “worth it.” Jerry was convinced the program was transformational. But now he had to figure out how to explain this to his leaders and peers. He had very little time to devise the best way to do this, and thus get the program’s stakeholders back on his side. Also gnawing at the back of his mind was the question of whether the stakeholders of his other 15 important in-flight programs were also going to ask if their programs were “on-value.” If they did, what was he going to tell them?

Jerry, in the midst of his typical 12-hour workday, forgot that ultimately, it’s all about the value. Even if key stakeholders don’t say “on-value” out loud, it’s what they really want. Making sure programs are on-value (and communicating it) is a major management challenge. This is especially true since many senior leaders lack a understanding of the seriousness of value leaks, why they happen, and what to do to prevent or fix them.

A value leak is a benefit opportunity that could have been realized, but wasn’t, because of avoidable missteps by management. These threats to return on investment lurk at every step of the implementation cycle. Some examples are:

- Hidden benefits never discovered when building the business case
- Compelling benefits discarded by hyperconservative managers who misunderstand enterprise needs
- Valid benefits rejected due to poor explanations in the business case
- Omission of crucial intangible (nonmonetary) benefits that can make or break an investment’s appeal
- Value that never sees the light of day because no one is held accountable to make it happen
- Design decisions that unintentionally optimize low value capabilities